ABOUT TPL DIRECT INSURANCE LTD.

TDI’S SERVICES

TPL Direct Insurance (TDI) is the first insurance company in

Action in 60 seconds

Pakistan to sell general insurance directly to the consumer. We

Your claim is lodged in 60 seconds, processed in 45 minutes and

were launched in 2005 and since then have grown from

settled in 7 days. Speed is a cornerstone of our business model,

strength-to-strength, delivering superior and hassle-free risk

and we thrive on the unmatched speed that we promise our

management services to individual clients. In 2015, we were

customers.

partnered with Greenoaks Global Holdings Limited (GGH). This

24-Hour Contact Centre Service

relationship has bolstered our position in the market, with robust
and sustainable financial backing, administration processes and
technology-driven innovation that reinforces our ability to lead the
way in the Insurance Industry in Pakistan.

The state-of-the-art 24x7 contact centre, manned by trained insurance professionals, is always ready to serve your requirements,
be it filling claims, updates on the status of your claim, or renewing
the policy. You can sit back and relax while our teams take care of

TDI has won the Brand of the Year award for every consecutive

all your needs. You can reach our Contact Centre by simply

year since 2007 for the Best Motor Insurance Company.

dialling: 021.111.000.301.

THINK CONVENIENCE. THINK AUTO DIRECT.

Yodelee App
Convenience at a click, our free-to-use Yodelee app is available for
your Android and IOS mobile device. You can lodge claims, or see

TPL Auto Direct gives you a comprehensive coverage for your
vehicle, including the use of a car tracking facility at no additional
annual monitoring charge with additional charges in premium. Be
it a total loss, stolen or accidental damage, you can contact us
24x7 through our contact centre, or our Yodlee app and our team
will take care of repair arrangements at an authorised workshop.

the status updates for your claims in real time.
No-Claim Bonus Benefits
You can earn a no-claim bonus of 5% on every claim-free renewal
and accumulate the same to a maximum of 25%*.
*Term and conditions apply.

TPL Direct Insurance has always put innovative products and services
forward to incentivize the customer with the best possible solutions.
Carrying that legacy ahead, TPL Direct Insurance's Kar4Kar is the first in
Pakistan to provide an easy, fast and effective method to replace your
stolen/total loss car with a new car of the same make and model.

